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OPC Foundation (OPCF) manages a global organization based in the United States in which users, vendors and software developers collaborate to create data transfer standards for multi-vendor, multi-platform, secure and reliable interoperability in industrial automation.

OPCF publishes technology or software arising from its standardization (and other activities) and makes it available to the public without restriction upon its further dissemination. Contributions and information contained in contributions (or other documents or communications) are made available to OPCF members and other interested parties through OPCF’s membership without restriction. As an open standards body that publishes in this manner, OPCF relies upon the widely applicable exclusion to the application of the EAR.

OPCF members, participants and contributors are responsible for ensuring that their activities and products comply with all applicable laws including that none of their contributions or actions include controlled software, technology, or information that is subject to export regulation. Members or other participants should consult with their own legal counsel concerning the impact of laws and regulations in relation to their participation in OPCF.

Be advised that the U.S. Office of Foreign Assets Control may issue sanctions against parties or countries; that is not the same subject matter as the EAR.